A cytomorphological scheme of differentiating neuronal phenotypes in cerebellar medulloblastomas based on immunolocalization of class III beta-tubulin isotype (beta III) and proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA)/cyclin.
This immunohistochemical study compares the localization of the neuronal class III beta-tubulin isotype (beta III) to that of the proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA)/cyclin in 46 cerebellar neuroblastic tumors (medulloblastomas). Both class III beta-tubulin (beta III) and PCNA/cyclin reactivities were present in all tumors, but the topographic distribution and cytomorphologic features of stained cells varied considerably between classic and desmoplastic medulloblastomas. Four neoplastic phenotypes, representing gradations of neuronal differentiation, were identified: [Allegranza 1991] apolar, blast-like PCNA/cyclin(+) cells devoid of beta III reactivity (Nb1); [Bravo et al. 1987] apolar, often binucleated and/or fusiform, PCNA/cyclin (+) cells with pronounced beta III staining in their protoperikarya and their growth cones (Nb2); [Burger et al. 1987] beta III-immunoreactive immature polar neurons with varying degrees of neuritic development, reading to significant neuritogenesis in the "pale islands" of desmoplastic medulloblastomas (Nb3). The majority of Nb3 phenotypes were PCNA/cyclin (-), although subpopulations of such polar tumor cells exhibiting PCNA staining were also identified; and [Burger et al. 1991] beta III-immunoreactive, PCNA/cyclin (-) mature ganglion-like cells (Nb4). A high PCNA/cyclin labeling index (> 80%) was obtained in 20 poorly differentiated classic medulloblastomas while, significant intratumoral staining heterogeneity was observed in 23 cases of desmoplastic medulloblastomas and 3 cases of "medulloblastomas with ganglion cells": A high labeling index (LI)(> 80%) in the reticulin-impregnated poorly differentiated areas of tumor contrasted with sharp decline of PCNA staining and a very low LI (< 10%) in areas of overt neoplastic neuritogenesis ("pale islands") displaying strong beta III reactivity. Neoplastic ganglion cells were beta III (+)/PCNA (-). Our findings indicate that the majority of differentiating neuronal phenotypes undergoing cytomorphological changes of neuritic development (Nb3), and all neoplastic ganglion cells (Nb4 phenotypes) are PCNA (-), in contrast to actively proliferating, poorly differentiated, tumor cells that are PCNA (+). Although PCNA staining corresponded in part, to beta III (-) blast-like elements (Nb1), a co-expressive pattern of staining for beta III and PCNA/cyclin also was observed in subpopulations of poorly differentiated tumor cells (Nb2), indicating that transformed neuroblasts are capable of expressing differentiation-associated neuronal cytoskeletal proteins while still remaining in the proliferative compartment of the cell cycle. Our observations suggest that only neuritogenesis and acquisition of ganglionic phenotype are significant maturational events in medulloblastomas (indicating entry into the quiescent phase of the cell cycle) and provide further support for the neuronal lineage and differentiation potential of these cerebellar embryonal tumors.